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Cities Achieving 90-90-90 Targets by 2020

ENDING THE AIDS EPIDEMIC

FAST-TRACK CITIES:

1 December 2014

PARIS DECLARATION
1. End the AIDS epidemic in cities by 2030.

2. Put people at the center of everything we do.

We, the Mayors, commit to:

- Work together, cities can take local actions for global impact. Leveraging prevention, treatment, care and support services.
- Providing sustained access to testing, treatment, and prevention services. We commit to end the AIDS epidemic by 2030.
- End the AIDS epidemic in cities by 2030.
- Tackle the epidemic's root causes by addressing stigma, discrimination, and inequality.

Paris Declaration

Together, we will unite with men and transgender people to build and expand policies, programs, and partnerships to assist all our communities and address the epidemic. We will use all means including multilateral, bilateral, and other tools to address the causes of risk, vulnerability, and transmission. Resilient societies and for sustainable development will end stigma and discrimination.

We will respect human rights and leave no one behind. We will act locally and in our national contexts.

We will act on the Fast-Track to ending AIDS by 2020. We commit to build a new high-level UN interagency and AIDS-focused secretariat—ending family responsibility in 2020, which will still be a critical part of our work.

For gender equality, social and economic status of sexual orientation, and enables people to build and expand policies, programs, and partnerships to address the epidemic.

We will use all means including multilateral, bilateral, and other tools to address the causes of risk, vulnerability, and transmission.
We will report annually on our progress, experiences, knowledge and data about what works and what can be improved.

We will demonstrate a faster, smarter and more effective way to support other cities and share our results.

We will regularly test our strategies and adjust our responses to be more effective. We will make this dedication a reality.

We commit to develop an action plan and join with a network of cities to make this dedication a reality.

We will lead with shared prosperity and well-being. We will adapt our city plans and resources to the AIDS epidemic.

We will develop innovative and mobile health services, including services that are innovative, accessible.

We will develop a strong commitment to public health and development.

We will target leadership and communication to drive this agenda.

5. Build and accelerate an appropriate response to local needs.

4. Use our AIDS response for positive social transformation.

7. Unite as leaders.

6. Mobile resources for integrated public health and development.

We commit to develop an action plan and join with a network of cities to make this dedication a reality.
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